I am old. People built me over 200 years ago. I am still here even though two fires have burned inside me.

What color am I?

I will give you a hint. I am not red, blue, or black. I am not brown, green, or yellow.

I am very big. I have 132 rooms, 412 doors, and 147 windows.

I have been a home to people. John and Abigail Adams were the first two people who lived in me.
Many people come to visit me every day. You could come to visit me too. I am in Washington, D.C. I am the home of the President of the United States.

I have been a home to animals. A rat, named Jonathan, once lived in me. Miss Pussy and Socks were two of my pet cats. Buddy and Bo are two of the dogs that barked and played in my rooms.

I am the White House.
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I am old. People built me over 200 years ago. I am still here even though two fires have burned inside me.

What color am I? I will give you a hint. I am not red, blue, or black. I am not brown, green, or yellow.

I am very big. I have 132 rooms, 412 doors, and 147 windows.

I have been a home to animals. A rat, named Jonathan, once lived in me. Miss Pussy and Socks were two of my pet cats. Buddy and Bo are two of the dogs that barked and played in my rooms.

I have been a home to people also. John and Abigail Adams were the first two people who lived in me.

Many people come to visit me every day. You could come to visit me too. I am in Washington, D.C.

I am the home of the President of the United States.
I am old. People built me over 200 years ago. I am still here even though two fires have burned inside me.

What color am I? I will give you a hint. I am not red, blue, or black. I am not brown, green, or yellow.

I am very big. I have 132 rooms, 412 doors, and 147 windows.

I have been a home to animals. A rat, named Jonathan, once lived in me. Miss Pussy and Socks were two of my pet cats. Buddy and Bo are two of the dogs that barked and played in my rooms.

I have been a home to people also. John and Abigail Adams were the first two people who lived in me.

Many people come to visit me every day. You could come to visit me too. I am in Washington, D.C.

I am the home of the President of the United States.

Answer: I am the White House.
This is the front of the White House.

This is the back of the White House.